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@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) The FISA warrant and the meaning of MAGA 
 
Yes, @jasondraut, a Fox-Trump-GOP talking point is that
Carter Page FISA warrant used to kick off the Special
Counsel investigation was invalid, therefore the Special
Counsel investigation was a sham and Trump was a
victim.

jasondraut
@jasondraut

Replying to @Teri_Kanefield

@Teri_Kanefield a bit off topic, but I got a response recently that 
the real issue is the illegality of intel agencies wrt the Steele 
Dossier and the FISA warrants, etc. Would love your concise and 
accurate take on these conspiracy theories. Have you written a 
thread on this?

4 9:27 PM - May 30, 2019

See jasondraut's other Tweets

1/ This is what Trump was getting at here⤵ 

The claim is nonsense.  

 

To get a warrant, the FBI shows its evidence to a judge who then decides whether to

issue the warrant.  

 

In this case, the judge weighed the FBI's evidence & decided there was enough to

support the warrant.
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2/ The FOX GOP argument is that because Steele was originally hired by Clinton,

Steele was biased and the evidence is therefore tainted.  

 

The first problem with this argument: There is no evidence that the FBI misled the

judge about the source of the evidence.

3/ The second problem: showing that an informant was biased isn’t enough to

invalidate a warrant. Most (or all) informants are biased. What matters is the

reliability of the evidence. See: 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?

case=7043116223828701064&q=175+F.3d+99&hl=en&as_sdt=2006

4/ The GOP-Trump claim that the dossier was tainted because Steele was “foreign” or

originally hired by Clinton has no legal validity. 

 

Another problem: We don’t know all the evidence shown to the judge because of the

redactions.

5/ But we do know that an independent judge made the decision, and there is no

reason to believe the judge made a mistake. 

 

This is why the most Sen. Graham could say was that a warrant based on Steele’s

dossier was “disturbing.”
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Trump calls for new investigation into alleged abuses of power at DOJ …
WASHINGTON (SBG) - Maybe you've had your fill of investigations in Washington
but now President Donald Trump is calling for a new probe into alleged abuses of
power at the Department of Justice and t…

https://abc3340.com/news/nation-world/trump-calls-for-new-investigation-into-alleged-…

6/ Besides, even if a warrant turns out to be invalid, it just means that evidence

obtained by means of the warrant isn't admissible in court, which doesn’t help the

defendant if other evidence corroborates the crime. It also doesn’t mean the

defendant is innocent.

7/ Trump’s theory is that Comey, McCabe, Strzok and other FBI “Deep State”

operators conspired against him. 

 

James Comey points out one absurdity: If the FBI was out to get Trump, why didn’t

they use the information to damage the candidate in 2016?  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/james-comey-no-treason-no-coup-just-lies--…

8/ Comey said the accusations against the FBI are based on "dumb lies.” 

 

Remember: Trump's supporters embrace his lies for a reason.

 

As @ddale8 explains ⤵ they argue that his lies point out an important truth, and

they care about the deeper truth.

Daniel Dale
@ddale8

Sarah Sanders is doing what many Trump backers say to me 
when I point out Trump’s lies: shrug and say, “The lie is pointing 
out an important truth. Do you not care about the important 
truth?”

Jeremy Diamond @JDiamond1
.@colvinj with smart Q: Does President feel need to share factual info 
on Twitter? "The president feels that bringing up important issues of 
our time -- like extreme violence and terrorism -- are important to do."

1,155 8:33 PM - Nov 30, 2017

584 people are talking about this

9/ For Trump supporters, the lie—“the warrant was illegal”—points to a deeper truth. 
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To understand the “deeper truth,” remember that MAGA specifically means take

America backwards to an era when white men (especially wealthy white men) could

do whatever they pleased.

10/ If you missed my thread on the meaning of MAGA, see⤵

 

 

Q: What stops Trump from taking America back to the days of robber barons—when

white men were free to grab and cheat? 

 

A: The laws and agencies that stop them from cheating. 

 

That includes the FBI.

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) What’s up with all Trump's lawbreaking? 
 
Spoiler: When you understand how the Trump family became 
wealthy, the meaning of MAGA becomes clear. 
 
I’ll explain. Sources in links and (well researched books) 
 
Friedrich, DJT’s grandfather, left Germany in 1885. . .

1,809 3:54 PM - Dec 6, 2018

1,503 people are talking about this

11/ When David Koch was the Libertarian Party 1980 vice presidential candidate, he

advocated abolishing (among other things) the FBI, CIA, and IRS.

MAN WITHOUT A CANDIDATE

https://www.nytimes.com/1984/10/16/arts/man-without-a-candidate.html
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The far right wing sees any FBI power as an abuse of power—because they don't think

the FBI should exist.

12/ That's why they're trying to destroy and "needlessly smear. . ."⤵ 

 

They don’t think the FBI should exist because they think that a central government—

and the laws promulgated and enforced by a strong central government—infringes on

their "liberty."  

Mimi Rocah
@Mimirocah1

No @WSJ, he’s “taking flak” for needlessly & publicly smearing 
career FBI agents who tried to defend our country fromforeign 
attack. If he just wanted facts he would keep quiet for now & let 
the IG finish (& also for acting like Trump’s defense attorney not 
the AG).

Senator John Cornyn @JohnCornyn
William Barr is taking flak because he’s asking questions about the FBI 
that others won’t. wsj.com/articles/willi… via @WSJ

12.7K 12:42 PM - Jun 3, 2019

3,740 people are talking about this

13/ It’s hard to pinpoint the definition of “deep state.”  

 

Geoff Nunburg on NPR offers this definition: a cabal of leftist officials and

bureaucrats lodged deep in the government who are working to thwart people like

Trump. 

Opinion: Why The Term 'Deep State' Speaks To Conspiracy Theorists
Linguist Geoff Nunberg says it's common for citizens of democracies to express
concerns about the government. But the term "deep state" refers to something
more nefarious — and conspiratorial.

https://www.npr.org/2018/08/09/633019635/opinion-why-the-term-deep-state-speaks-t…

14/ What is the “Deep State” that Trump talks of?  

 

It is that part of government that prevents him from doing whatever he wants; the

laws and regulatory agencies that enforce those laws. 
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The deep state is the part of government the far right wing doesn’t think should exist.

15/ They see themselves as victims of the deep state.  

 

In a recent interview, Trump said, “Nobody has been treated badly like me.” 

 

 

It’s definitely counterintuitive that members of the Fox-Trump-GOP view themselves

as victims—but they do.

Donald Trump talks health care, Abe Lincoln and Richard Nixon in tele…
President Donald Trump says in a TV interview that no other president, not even
Abraham Lincoln, has been as mistreated by the press as he has.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/06/16/donald-trump-president-dish…

16/ They see themselves as victims because they pine for the good old days when

these laws and agencies didn’t exist and they could do whatever they pleased. 

 

Prof. @jasonintrator explains that far right wing movements always cast themselves

as victims.
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17/ Thus another “deeper truth” to the lie that the FISA warrant was illegal was that

the FISA warrant is just another instance of people like Trump being targeted. 

 

This is why doesn’t matter what facts you show them, or what law you show them . . .

18/ They will look past the facts and the law and insist that the FISA warrant was

illegal and Trump was a victim.  

 

[BTW, People in the comments are doing a good job adding facts I left out, like this

one: 

pmtechguy
@PMTechGuy

Replying to @Teri_Kanefield

Ironically, Fusion GPS was originally hired by 
Republican/conservatives opponents of Trump for oppo research 
before the DNC was involved. Surely one of the “fog of lies” here 
is the assertion that the Steele report was purely the product of 
the Clinton campaign.

10 1:50 PM - Jun 17, 2019

See pmtechguy's other Tweets
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]

19/ As long as I’ve come this far, I'll point out that this is why I’m skeptical that the

impeachment hearings (when they happen) will change the minds of the GOP. 

 

As I argued in this Slate article ⤵we know the Fox-Trump-GOP is immune to the

truth:

Why Trump’s Supporters Will Believe Any Lie He Tells
It’s easy to conclude that Trump has lost his mind. In fact, there’s a method to what
appears to be Trump’s madness.

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/10/trump-lies-kavanaugh-khashoggi.html

20/ Moving forward, we must keep in mind the fact that the Fox-Trump-GOP is

immune to the truth. 

 

Take a look at this chart: 

… 

Perhaps this is why Trump's support remains at about 40%, no matter what he says,

or what evidence comes out against him.

How Popular Is Donald Trump?
FiveThirtyEight is tracking Donald Trump’s approval ratings throughout his
presidency.

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/trump-approval-ratings/?ex_cid=rrpromo

Sigh. More silliness. Sometimes I think our energy is better directed toward

community organizing than playing whack-a-lie, which will never end.  

 

Liars can lie faster than we can whack 'em. 

Playing whack-a-lie keeps us from planning and moving forward. 
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• • •

Rebecca Burrell
@raburrell

Replying to @Teri_Kanefield

Teri, one claim I've seen pop up repeatedly is that there's no 
difference between Clinton hiring Steele, a foreigner, and Trump 
getting dirt from the Russians - could you address this? (you may 
have already)

2 2:04 PM - Jun 17, 2019

See Rebecca Burrell's other Tweets

I believe the endless stream of Trump lies is part of the plan.  

 

It's not an accident. 

 

I sometimes think Trump thinks up the most provocative thing he can say and then

laughs while everyone goes into a spin.

Sloppy error in an earlier tweet. Steele wasn't "first" hired by Clinton.
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